
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 18

Topological spaces

Def. A topology 4=PN) on aset X is a family ofsubsets ofX sit.
(i) 0, X =T

(ii) T is closed under arbitrary (also unctbl) unions and finite

intersections.

We refer to the pair (X, it as a topological space.
Thesets in I are called open and their complements are called
closed. In particular, A, X are both open and closed,so dopen.

Examples. (a) For any set, thenearest hop on X is to:=40,x3,
and the finesttop on X is To:=P(X).
Thetop is the finest as every point isopen.
coursest top is also called trivial, chile the finest

top is also called discrete.
(b) X = =30,13 a T =

=(0, X, 3033.
X 303 is open

not closed, so 313 is closed not
j I



open.
The closure (i.e. the smallest closed superset

of 103 is X.

k) For
any

set X, the cofinite top 4 on X is the

sit of all conite site (i.e. complements of finitel
together with1. This in indeed a topology since

intersection of two wotnite sets is confinite (equir.

union of two finite sets is finite).
When X is finite, this is just the discrete top.
When X is a field, this is called the Eariski top.

(d) LetIbe an infinite field, e.g. A, R, K, and Rix
nENY. We turn IF" into a top, space by declaring
theate of solutions to (possibly infinite) systems
of polynomial equations in variables X,X2, ..., Xu
dad (also called Zariski closed). Thus, for a

polynomialp(X,...,Xn), he at

(P): =3 (a., . . .

,an) EIF":P(a, ..,an) =03
is a closed set up so are arbitrary intersections
of these.



Note itfor IF:=K, RR, K, the usual Euclidean

topology (given by the emetricout" is finer than

Zuriski top because the set ofroofs ofmy
polynomial is closed in the Euclidean top.
(being a preimage of OCIFunder acontinuous
function).

"x*y210 Zariski top. is indeed a top beare the

I closed sets are closed under arbitrary inter-

Zariski-closed st
sections, by definition. Moreover, for two

polynomials p(X, ..., Xu) al yIX, ...,Xu),
the union (p3V(g]= (p.y].

HWcl Show WtZariski closed sets are closed under finite unions.

(b) Theintersection of a finitely many morempty Zariski open sets
is nonempty. Equivalently, the union offinitely many zarisks

closed sets is not qual to IF?

Hilbert basis theorem. Theset ofsolutions of any system
ofpolynomials is equal to be set ofsolutions
of a finite system ofpolynomials. In other words,
every ideal in FSX, ...,Xu] is finitelygenerated.



All definitions for metric spaces hat only used opened
remain valid for topological spaces. For exagle, theclosure
Aof a subset AIX is the e-leastclosed superset
of A; equivalectly, A =3x = X:xadheres to Al,
where xadheres to Aif any open weight. Marxintersects A.

Bet. LetX be a set al E=P() be a family ofsubsets.
The topology generated by I is the smallest top is:P()
containing 2. (P(X) is such stop of smallest exists
bene intersections of topologies on X is still a top.on X.)

Prop. Thetop to generated by 2 is the collection
of all unions of finite intersections ofat in 3

together with X.

Proof. Clearly his closed under arbitrary unions by de, so
it remains to show dosedren under finite intersections.

htl ==wllial V = =Vs, where each KiMV;
jej

are finiteintersections ofsets from E. Ren UAV
=UdiRVs and KilV;is still a finite intersection
itI,jtJ ofsets in E.



For a top.
I

on X, we say
At 5 is a prebasis

if I generates to
A collection & ITis called a basis for a top. I
on X if every T-open set is a union ofsets from B.

lor. In a top, space (X, 5), a collection 3 =P(X) is
a prebasis as the collection of all finite intersections
ofsets in 2 is a basis for T,

Proof. Follows from the last proposition.

For a point xeX, a collection (Bx = Y is

called a basic at xif for
every open 4.x

IVeByc.t. VIU.

Example. The set of all balls centred at xin a metric

space forms a basis at X.


